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Rationale 
 
At Westways we believe that purposeful, relevant home learning can play a valuable part in a child’s 
education. We do though recognise that pupils work hard in school and should be encouraged to develop 
other skills and interests out of school time; they also need the opportunity to play, socialise and relax.  
Home learning is designed though to support and reinforce learning.  As staff, we give careful consideration 
to making home learning suitable and well balanced across the school. 
 
Research into home learning tells us that when tasks are specific and focused on the learning taking place 
in school, and when independent projects or activities that prepare pupils for future learning are set, they 
have the most impact.  In addition, research shows that home learning can have many non-academic 
benefits for children including learning the importance of responsibility for learning, managing their time 
effectively, developing study habits and developing perseverance (staying with a task until it is complete). 
 
Therefore at Westways the purpose of home learning is as follows: 

 To develop an effective partnership between school and parents; 

 To consolidate and reinforce skills and understanding; 

 To extend school learning (e.g. through additional reading); 

 To encourage pupils as they get older to develop the confidence and self-discipline needed to study 

and research on their own, or with assistance. 

 

Types of Home Learning 

 

The Importance of Talk & Developing Vocabulary 
Research supports the importance of vocabulary development from an early age.  We would therefore 
encourage parents to converse daily with their children about what they have learnt at school, for example, 
by holding the following sorts of discussions: 

 Tell me about the most interesting thing you have learnt today. 

 How could you have improved your learning today? 

 What did you enjoy most about today’s learning? 

 What do you predict you are going to be learning about next? 

 

Reading 
We encourage all pupils from Reception to Year 6 to read daily to and/or with an adult, or independently. 
Children have reading records to record reading in and should be brought to school regularly, as directed 
by the class teacher. We would recommend the adult holds the following sorts of discussions post reading: 

 Can you summarise the story so far? 

 Why do you think that the author chose that word? 

 What effect does this sentence have on the reader? 

 Does this remind you of any other books you have read? 
 
Spellings 
Class teachers in Years 1 to 6 provide children with weekly spellings to be practised at home ready in 
preparation for spelling tests.  Set spellings follow the rules and patterns outlined for each year group in the 
National Curriculum.  In Reception, children are sent home with high frequency words to learn to read and 
spell. 
 
  



 

Maths 
We encourage children in Reception to practise counting on and back up to 20 and to practise recognising 
and writing these numbers.  We encourage children in year 1 to practise their number bonds; this can 
include using objects or counters, pictures and number bond cards.  We encourage children in years 2 to 6 
to practise their times tables; this can include chanting, singing, copying out and practising on online games 
and apps (e.g. Times Table Rockstars). 
 

Reception 
Practise counting on and back up to 20 
Practise recognising numbers from 1 to 20 
Practise writing numbers from 1 to 20 

Year 1 
Practise number bonds to 10. (Example: 3 + ? = 10) 
Practise number bonds to 20. (Example: ? + 12 = 20) 

Year 2 
2, 5 and 10 times tables up to 12 x 2, 5 and10 
and division facts up to (e.g. 50 ÷ 10 = 5) 

Year 3 
3, 4 and 8 times tables up to 12 x 3, 4 and 8 
and division facts (e.g. 24 ÷ 4 = 6) 

Year 4 
6, 7 and 9 times tables up to 12 x 6, 7 and 9 
and division facts (e.g. 30 ÷ 6 = 5) 
[Then] Practise all times tables and division facts up to 12 x 12 

Year 5 Practise all times tables and division facts up to 12 x 12 

Year 6 Practise all times tables and division facts up to 12 x 12 

 
Project  
Each term, children in years 3 to 6 will be set a home learning project linked to their enquiry theme.   
Children are set the challenge of undertaking some research that then leads to an end product of various 
forms (e.g. an oral presentation, a model or a work of art).  Parent/carers will then be invited to share in the 
celebration of these projects at an end of term showcase event. 
 
Knowledge Organisers  
Knowledge Organisers are provided to support the children in their understanding of the world, past and 
present, and to support them in retaining and retrieving key facts. These will be used in order to help the 
children to develop their knowledge of key areas of the curriculum and allow them to deepen their 
understanding of science, history and geography in particular. 
 

Guidance for Parents/Carers 

 

The precise amount of time spent on home learning is much less important than the quality of the tasks set. 

However there are broad guidelines regarding the amount of time pupils might reasonably be expected to 

spend on home learning which give a useful framework for both teachers and parent/carers to work from.  

The home learning expectations for each year group are therefore as follows: 

 Reception, Year 1 and Year 2: 1 hour per week 

 Years 3 & 4: 1.5 hours per week 

 Years 5 & 6: 2 hours per week 

 

We believe that all children are capable of accessing home learning; the challenge for teachers and 

parents/carers is to work together to ensure it is appropriate for the ability of every child.  Children who 

regularly complete their home learning to a good standard and show great effort will be rewarded by their 

class teacher.  We hope parents/carers will support and encourage children to complete the home learning 

and make sure it is returned on the correct day.  If a child was in need of support with any home learning, 

the child or parent/carer could speak to the class teacher to arrange this accordingly.  As the children move 

through school home learning engagement changes from being ‘encouraged’ to being ‘expected’; this helps 

develop good habits and a Secondary School ‘readiness’ when demands may be much greater. 



 

Overview of Home Learning 

 

The table below gives an example of the types of home learning that can be expected in different year 

groups: 

 

Reception 

Reading (linked to Read Write Inc. sounds) 

Maths (counting) 

Knowledge organisers 

Year 1 

Reading 

Spellings 

Maths (number bonds) 

Activity grids (tasks linked to enquiry theme) 

Knowledge organisers 

Year 2 

Reading 

Spellings 

Maths (times tables) 

Activity grids (tasks linked to enquiry theme) 

Knowledge organisers 

Year 3 Spellings 

Reading 

English and/or maths (including times tables) tasks 

Project (linked to enquiry theme) 

Knowledge organisers 

Year 4 

Year 5 

Year 6 

Spellings 

Reading 

English and maths (including times tables) tasks 

(set from the CPG books provided by school) 

Project (linked to enquiry theme) 

Knowledge organisers 

 

 


